Abstract—Understanding earthquakes and volcano eruptions phenomena require the analysis of large amounts of subsurface data. Currently, data collected from these events need post-processing in an off-line mode due to hardware limitations and strong bandwidth constraints. Furthermore, analytics may take days, even weeks, in being processed after collection. In some cases, underground structures require previous studies and subsurface knowledge from experts to establish certain input parameters. By leveraging current IoT technologies, we introduce an autonomous seismic imaging system (ASIS), a real-time system for monitoring and generating analytics of seismic data based on a sensor network. ASIS processes real-time analytics near where the events are generated (fog computing) to mitigate bandwidth limitations. Calculations for earthquake detection, location and magnitude are processed in-situ. ASIS allows monitoring sensor status, visualizing the data of each sensor, and generating 2D/3D subsurface structures. The system is able to learn the underground structure by taking advantage of ambient noise data analysis, which significantly reduces the need of initial parameters. We incorporated a renewable energy source to extend sensor functionality, and we made the system self-healing and fault-tolerant. Indoor and outdoor evaluation of the system showed the error of earthquake detection is 13.7 milliseconds and the spatial location accuracy is 5.1 feet.
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I. INTRODUCTION

SUBSURFACE monitoring is crucial to study natural disasters, such as earthquakes and volcano eruptions. In September 2017, a magnitude 7.1 earthquake killed at least 245 people in Mexico [1]. Modern monitoring systems and analysis of the subsurface may help to evaluate, learn and predict these kinds of natural events. Furthermore, a system based on sensor networks that generates real-time alerts and analytics allows data processing near the location of the event, avoids long-latency periods during data processing, and enables recovering after hardware/energy problems without human intervention. For these reasons, surface monitoring is a desirable and valuable tool.

Currently, in earthquake and volcano monitoring, warning systems are commonly used for triggering alarms after event generation. These warning systems require real-time information to discriminate differences on arrival time of a signal and issue a warning when it detects a signal above a certain magnitude. The time, bandwidth, and energy used to send all raw data to a central place for processing may lead to a natural disaster due to outdated information. To have a better and efficient warning system, we need to understand the seismic phenomena by observing fault movements, tectonic plate movements and subsurface velocities in real time. By leveraging current Cyber-Physical Systems (CPS) technologies -defined as transformative technologies for managing interconnected systems between its physical assets and computational capabilities [2] - we introduce (ASIS), a real-time system for monitoring and generating analytics of seismic data based on a sensor network. ASIS processes real-time analytics near events (fog computing) to mitigate bandwidth limitations. The innovations of this paper are described as follows: (1) An autonomous seismic imaging system. We incorporate a learning stage using ambient noise data analysis for estimating the reference initial velocity model that is used as input for complex analytics; for instance, the location of earthquake events. (2) An In-situ data analytics procedure for earthquake detection, location, and magnitude calculation. (3) A robust storage strategy that includes data reduction, data compression, and data synchronization to mitigate the storage problems of seismic IoT devices. (4) A renewable energy scheme that allows sensor nodes to charge their batteries using solar panels and independently recover from an exhausted battery stage.

II. SYSTEM COMPONENTS AND ARCHITECTURE

ASIS is a system composed of a suite of wireless sensor nodes integrated with data analytics capabilities and a monitor visualization tool. The system provides real-time analytics about geophysical events as well as raw data monitoring. The analytics are constantly processed by units inside the sensor network to reduce latency. Some analytics are processed by each node independently, and other specialized analytics are done by using a combination of own data and pre-processed data from other nodes inside the network. The pre-processed data are collected by sink nodes. ASIS architecture has been designed to be scalable, self-healing, and resilient. Our system can handle from four to N nodes. Fig. 1(a) illustrates ASIS architecture.

1) Hardware Components: Nodes in the systems form a mesh network. Each node on the mesh has a global positioning system (GPS), a three-channel seismometer called geophone, a Raspberry Pi 3 board, a battery and a solar panel as shown in Fig. 1(b). Some hardware components are housed in a waterproof box called R1 to protect them from the

1 Many earthquake detection techniques require at least four sensors to detect earthquakes to avoid false alarms. Refer to [3]
Fig. 1: (a) ASIS architecture. The two components, software and hardware, divided in two layers. The low layer has the sensor hardware components, and the high layer has the software components. The two components are joined by the processing unit inside the sensor. (b) Hardware component structure. (c) Real sensor hardware. (d) Side view of the three-channel geophone.

Table I: Single-board computer specifications

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Specification</th>
<th>Value</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>CPU</td>
<td>1.2 GHz 64-bit quad-core ARMv8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Memory</td>
<td>1 GB SDRAM</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>USB 2.0 ports</td>
<td>4 (via the on-board 5-port USB hub)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>On-board storage</td>
<td>32 Gb Micro SDHC</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>On-board network</td>
<td>10/100 Mbit/s Ethernet, 802.11n wireless, Bluetooth 4.1</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The low-power GPS provides the geolocation of the node and time-stamps used for the system to collect, synchronize and process data. The three-channel geophone detects the velocity of ground movements. Each channel records its own data respect to its axis X, Y, and Z, which correspond to directions North, East, and Depth. The geophone is low power. It consumes less than 240 milliwatts per channel, and it is connected to the Raspberry Pi via USB port. It has 127 dB signal to noise ratio at 500 samples per second. It handles noise floor less than 0.2 microvolt RMS. The single-board computer (Raspberry Pi) is the core of the system and is in charge of collecting and storing raw-data, processing data analytics, communicating with other units and providing raw and processed data to the visualization tool. The main characteristics of the single-board are shown in Table I. A radio frequency XBee 802 module is connected to the single-board computer to perform data communication in areas over 100 meters up to 1200 meters. For smaller areas, the system communicates data using a WiFi mesh network. We also integrate a waterproof lithium battery 11V and 99.9 Wh. The battery is connected to a 10 Watt solar panel to give the system renewable energy. This carbon-free energy solution is essential to slow climate change. Currently, researchers have joined forces in favor of this solution. Researchers in [4] are using energy-efficient devices (embedded devices) powered by solar framework system to provide their computing resources to end-users. Each unit consumes around 24% of the battery daily, which keeps the unit running for 4 days. Solar panels recharge the lithium batteries that power the units. Fig. 1(c) shows the custom design of one node, and Fig. 1(d) is a side view of the geophone.

2) Software Components: We incorporate two software components into our system (Fig. 2). The first component is the Data analytics component that process real-time data sensed by the geophone. There are several processes involved in computing the analytics, namely data collection, data synchronization, data storage, ambient noise cross-correlation, and arrival picking (P and S) calculation. All of them are running inside all nodes managing a low latency (milliseconds). Also, there are some distributed analytics constructed using nodes cooperation, such as event (earthquake) location and magnitude calculation that handle medium-low latency (less than four seconds). The analytics will be explained in detail in section IV. The second component is the monitoring visualization component, which is used for scientists for visualizing real-time and off-line data.

III. DATA ACQUISITION AND STORAGE STRATEGY

In this section, we explain the data collection and data synchronization modules of different units via GPS. In addition, we explain the robust data storage method using data reduction and data compression techniques.

A. Data Collection

The first module of our system design is in charge of reading data sampling from the geophone sensor and synchronizing it with an accurate UTC timestamp from the GPS. For our experiments, we used a sampling rate of 500 Hz. For time synchronization the GPS provides an accuracy of 30 nanoseconds referenced to UTC time which adapts perfectly to the requirements of our system. Our seismic data is obtained in packets that are read one by one every 375 milliseconds. Each data packet encapsulates the raw seismic data of the three-channels seismometer as well as useful information about the sensor and GPS as shown in Table II.
TABLE II: Encapsulated information on the seismic package

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Name</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Sampling Rate</td>
<td>Data samples carried per second</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gain</td>
<td>Sensor sensitivity level</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Power Status</td>
<td>Load level of the power supply</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Temperature</td>
<td>Temperature in Celsius</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Longitude</td>
<td>Geographical Longitude</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Latitude</td>
<td>Geographical Latitude</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Altitude</td>
<td>Geographical Altitude</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GPS Quality</td>
<td>Connection quality with GPS satellite</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GPS Satellite</td>
<td>Identifier of the connected satellite</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

B. Middleware Data Synchronizer

Some factors as hardware speed, GPS connection quality, and GPS reconnection affect the accuracy of the data timer that is provided by the hardware. We present a solution when the data is not synchronized between nodes to avoid problems during the correlation of the signals. We notice that the data cannot be analyzed or saved in the database directly without making first an analysis between the first element of the current packet (FECP) and the timestamp of the last element of the previous packet (LEPP).

There are three scenarios of data desynchronization. The first case occurs when the sensor’s clock is faster than 375 milliseconds (packet time) making the FECP timestamp less than the LEPP timestamp and causing data duplication (Fig. 3 top). In this case, problems usually appear in the last 10 milliseconds of the packet. The second scenario (Fig. 3 middle) occurs when the clock is slower than 375 milliseconds, which causes loss of some elements between LEPP timestamp and FECP timestamp. The last scenario occurs when there is a connection failure with the satellite and the difference between FECP and LEPP timestamps are greater than 1 second (Fig. 3 bottom). In this case, the sensor buffer is drastically reduced.

Because a low latency approach is indispensable real-time systems, we designed a solution that allows analyzing part of the seismic packet instead of the whole packet. This guarantees that the in-situ analytics algorithms module and/or the data storage module can use part of the package at the same time than the synchronizer is working. Then, the synchronizer only analyzes the last 10 milliseconds (from the 375 packet milliseconds), which represents less than 3% of the packet. Ten milliseconds were selected because, in the first two scenarios, the difference between the timestamps of the packets is less than that time.

Synchronization is handled by the synchronizer using a circular buffer. When a new data packet is read by the sensor, the position in the circular buffer is calculated using the timestamp of both previous and current packets. If the FECP is located next to the LEPP, there is no synchronization problem. The synchronizer sends the 375 milliseconds of data to the other modules (10 milliseconds from the previous package and 365 from the current package) and keeps 10 milliseconds for analyzing the next package.

The first scenario of desynchronization is detected, when some element kept by the synchronizer are overwriting by the current package. In this case, the elements of the previous package are overwritten, and the synchronizer sends less than 375 milliseconds of data to the other modules preserving the last 10 milliseconds. The second scenario is presented if the incoming packet is located after the last timestamp but with some intermediate spaces. These intermediate spaces are replaced by zeros. In the same way, as in the previous cases, the synchronizer keeps the last 10 milliseconds and sends the rest of the elements to the other modules, which in this case is greater than 375 milliseconds. In the last scenario, we consider that the GPS functionality may fail due to a problem with the line of sight between satellites [5], and the data is not read during that time. The synchronizer waits at most 475 milliseconds for the next package. If in this time the new package has not been obtained, the synchronizer sends the previous 10 milliseconds that are in its buffer to the other modules. Then, it clears the buffer and waits for the new packet that will be placed at the beginning of the buffer.

C. Data Storage

ASIS also stores raw data for posterior analysis and/or visualization. Every node has a MySQL database. We chose MySQL because it offers on-demand scalability, high performance, comprehensive transactional support, and it is open source. The data is stored in blocks. The system adopts nine seconds as block size since this number is a multiple of the sensor clock (375 milliseconds). However, due to the flexible design of our table structure, any number of seconds or milliseconds can be selected as the block size. The system gathers the raw data points and a timestamp for each one of these points.

Then, we incorporate a method that uses data reduction and data compression to meet storage limitations of our nodes. For data reduction, we focus on the timestamps. Instead, to store one timestamp for each point of the block, we only keep the start time (startTime) and the end time (endTime) of the block. Then, we store the frequency (sampling rate) that is used later for calculating the removed timestamps when needed. This implies that the larger the data block, the greater the data reduction. For compression, we focus now on the raw data points. Rather than storing the data points, we applied a well-known compression function, compress(), that comes from the zlib library, which is later serialized and stored (traceBuf). One additional remark is that we store each type of data we are saving (dataType), which indicates if the raw data is unsigned integer, integer, long, double, etc. This makes our database...
structure more flexible. Fig. 4 shows the structure of the tables inside our database.

IV. LEARNING STAGE AND DATA ANALYTIC

ASIS nodes can perform real-time analytics individually (in-situ) and collectively (distributed). To locate earthquakes, nodes have to (1) learn the initial velocity model of the field; (2) estimate the arrival time of the earthquake signal; and (3) locate the event and estimate its magnitude. We develop different algorithms for performing these analytics. The initial velocity model is needed for estimating the arrival time (arrival picking) and estimating the location and magnitude of the earthquake. We use Ambient Noise Tomography (ANT) [6] as the technique to calculate the initial velocity model. In this calculation, nodes work both individually and collectively. Later, each node performs an algorithm to automatically detect the events and calculates its arrival picking time (individually). When an arrival picking time is calculated, it is sent to the sink node (collectively). Sink node receives and processes in real time these arrival times to estimate the earthquake location and its magnitude.

A. Learning Initial Velocity Model

We use ambient noise algorithms to estimate the reference initial velocity model that is used as an input in our event location and magnitude analytics. To obtain this model, we first set up the nodes in the field and let them run for about 30 minutes. During this time, they are able to figure out the subsurface velocities and construct the velocity model. This feature adds a novel characteristic to our seismic system because it can be used in any field without previous knowledge of the subsurface structures. The workflow to construct the velocity model is shown in Fig. 5. We first read the synchronized data after $t$ time. We pre-process the signal to remove wild noise and instrumental irregularities as proposed in [7]. Then, we transmit the pre-processed and compressed data to neighbor sensor nodes. Once every node receives its neighbor data, we perform the cross-correlation between the signals. The cross-correlation helps to estimate the delay time between two particular station locations ($s_1$ and $s_2$), and it is given by

$$C_T(\tau, s_1, s_2) = \frac{1}{\Gamma} \int_0^\Gamma u(t, s_1)u(t + \tau, s_2)dt,$$

where $\Gamma$ is the total time recorded (usually a window is used), $u$ is the wave signal, and $\tau$ is the displacement. After cross-correlation, the phase velocities can be estimated as a function of the period ($1/\text{frequency}$) by using traditional frequency-time analysis. The method we use is based on a traditional version of FTAN described in detail in [8]. We then construct the initial velocity model by using the travel time estimations and a technique called Eikonal Tomography [9]. We use the distributed version of Eikonal Tomography explained in detail in [10], and the inversion of s-wave velocities [11]. Finally, the referent velocity model is communicating with all the nodes in the network and can be used as the initial velocity model of other analytics.

B. Arrival Picking

Considering the complexity and efficiency, we adopt the arrival-time picking algorithm, STA/LTA method on a single component of the seismic records [12]. The STA (short time average) is sensitive to rapid fluctuations in the amplitude of the time series, whereas the LTA (long time average) provides information about the background noise [13], [14]. The arrivals are picked on the maximum value of the derivative function of the STA/LTA ratio curve. The STA and LTA at the $i$th time sample are commonly defined as:

$$\text{STA}_i = \frac{1}{ns} \sum_{j=i-ns}^{i} CF_j, \quad \text{LTA}_i = \frac{1}{nl} \sum_{j=i-nl}^{i} CF_j$$

where, $i, j$ are the sample number, $ns$ and $nl$ represent the short and long window lengths. $CF$ stands for characterization function which characterizes waveform properties [15]. In our application, we use the 2nd order energy function to highlight amplitude changes.

C. Event Location and Magnitude

Based on the reference velocity model obtained from the workflow shown in Fig. 5, we can get an initial microseismic hypocenter as well as the origin time ($x_0, y_0, z_0, t_0$). Because
of the difference between the estimated velocity model and the real velocity model, the arrivals from the initial hypocenter will show a time difference with the recorded data. The travel-time residuals should be a linear function of the hypocentral distance correction. The calculated arrival times at station $i$ are $t_i = T(x_0, y_0, z_0, x_i, y_i, z_i) + t_0$ and the travel-time residuals $r_i = r_i = t_i - t_i$. Th corrections $\Delta x, \Delta y, \Delta z, \Delta t$ should be as small as possible. Using a Taylor series expansion, the residual can be expressed as:

$$r_i = \frac{\delta T}{\delta x_i} \Delta x + \frac{\delta T}{\delta y_i} \Delta y + \frac{\delta T}{\delta z_i} \Delta z + \Delta t$$

Geiger [16] invented and applied an iterative inversion method so-called Geiger method to reach a minimum residual point to obtain the hyper center. After getting the microseismic location, we can estimate its magnitude. The standard body-wave magnitude formula is calculated as:

$$m = \log_{10} \frac{A}{T} + Q(D, h),$$

where $A$ is the amplitude of ground motion recorded by the geophones, $T$ is the corresponding period (in seconds); and $Q(D, h)$ is a correction factor that is a function of distance $D$ (between epicenter and station) and the earthquake depth $h$.

V. SYSTEM VISUALIZATION TOOL

An essential part of a monitoring system is the visualization tool. Our system has a visualization tool that was designed for monitoring both raw data and the results of the analytics. Also, our system has two modes of visualization, one in real time (on-line mode) and another mode that allows selecting data and results previously stored in the database called off-line mode. An added value to our visualization tool is that the waveform can also be heard.

A. On-line Mode

Using this mode, the experts can monitor the units that are in the deployment. They can observe in real time and in parallel any option that the tool offers such as waveform from any channel, arrival picking, and the analytics results (location and magnitude) in a 2D map and/or 3D structure.

1) Waveform and Arrival Picking: After selecting the unit and channel, our visualization tool shows the raw data waveform that is read by the sensor in real time. The new window that is created has a one-second update timer, which is approximately the time that takes the system to synchronize and send the data to the front end. Several channels can be monitored at the same time. Additionally, the system stores the travel time pickings results for P-wave and S-wave. Travel time pickings can also be monitored in real time. Real-time waveform and arrival picking are shown in Fig 6.

2) Location and Magnitude on 2D Maps and 3D Structures: As mentioned in section III, location and magnitude analytics are processed in a sink node at the edge of the network. Therefore, to visualize these results, the sink unit should be selected.

There are two types of views where events are displayed, 2D maps or 3D structures. The 2D map was developed with the GOOGLE MAPS API. This view allows to see the estimated location where the event occurred, as well as the magnitude represented by the circle size shown in Fig. 7(a). However, GOOGLE MAPS does not allow visualization inside the subsurface of the earth. Then we use a 3D structure to observe the depth where the events happened. It was developed using 3d.js library. The communication with the back end is done through JSON packages where the latitude, longitude, depth and magnitude of the event are received. An example of 3D visualization is shown in Fig. 7(b). The front end is updated only when a new event is generated and processed by the back end. These views were developed using JavaScript to avoid the need to update the whole screen.

B. Off-line Mode

All options presented in the on-line mode are also found in the off-line mode. This mode offers additional features for data selection and visualization. The main difference between this mode and the on-line mode is the way in which the information
is read and transmitted. In off-line mode the information is read directly from the database that is located inside the unit, and the viewing windows have disabled the option of real time communication with the unit.

1) Data Selection: There are two methods of data selection. The first method called manual selection allows users to visualize data in a specific range of time defined by the user. In this case, the user should know the time range (stage) to visualize. The second method is interactive selection, which allows users to directly click on the waveforms to zoom in results.

2) Location and Magnitude on Different Stages: Analytics results that are stored in the sink unit can also be viewed using off-line mode. Users can use any of the two data selection methods to generate a stage (range of time) of interest. The results can be seen on 2D maps as shown in Fig. 8(a) or 3D maps like the example shown in Fig. 8(b), where the different stages are represented with colors.

Fig. 8: Location for different stages. The colors represent the different time periods. (a) 2D map. (b) 3D structure.

VI. EVALUATION AND VALIDATION

A. Outdoor Deployment

1) Initial Velocity Model: To validate our system, an outdoor test was conducted. We deployed 6 edge units and a sink node in a circular area with a diameter of 50 feet inside the University of Georgia campus. We applied ambient noise algorithms to estimate the reference initial velocity model of the outdoor deployment as explain in Section IV-A. Note in Fig. 9 that the subsurface velocity is kind of stable around 0.8 m/s. The advantage of having this information is to avoid the assumption of constant velocity of other works, which makes the location estimation more stable.

2) Data Analytics: We use hammer shock on the ground to generate events in a specific source location. Using this technique it is easy to validate the arrival picking and the event location because the location of the event source is controlled. The sink node was located in the middle of the area. Fig. 10(a) show the real location of the units in our deployment.

The stations were monitored to verify whether they were working correctly. Then, we created 20 events in different parts of the field including inside and outside of the deployment area. In total, 140 events were generated and received for the sink unit. One location source is used for presenting results, and it is represented with a cross shown in Fig. 10(b).

The recorded signal and the picking arrival time from one hammer shock event captured for all units are shown in Fig. 11. This image presents in ascending order the arrival time pickings of the events. According to this order, the closest and farthest units from the source are units 16 and 14 respectively. This result matches with the distances between the source and these units in the real deployment. We compared manually selection of picking arrival time with our automatic system and tense the mean absolute error. We found our system has a difference of 13.7 milliseconds in arrival time picking regarding the manual selection, which is an acceptable error.

Finally, Fig. 12 confirms the accuracy of the event location since the location where detected in the place we expected. Location evaluation also was compared with the real location of the hammer shock. The mean square error shows a difference of 5.1 feet between the real spatial location and the calculation of our system.

B. Storage Reduction

We use 9 seconds block to analyze the storage reduction provided by our method. Firstly, by making the storage in blocks, our method reduces the number of timeStamps. The reduction in terms of space is 36K which represents 66% of data size. Second, by applying the data compression our method reduce an additional 16% of space. Table III shows a comparison between saving raw data without any reduction or compression and our proposed method. Note that if we do not apply any technique for a block size of nine seconds, we have to store 54K of data (18K of data and 36K of timestamps). In our proposed method, we store one start time (8 bytes), one end time (8 bytes), one sampling rate value (2 bytes), one indicator for the type of data (3 bytes), and one block of data after compression. The total storage improvement after data reduction and data compression is 82.6%.
Fig. 11: Outdoor deployment arrival picking results.

Fig. 12: Location and magnitude result from hammer test. The cross and black dots represent the real location of the hammer shock and the detected event location respectively.

TABLE III: Data Storage Comparison

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Raw Data Storing</th>
<th>Field</th>
<th># of Elements</th>
<th>Size (bytes)</th>
<th>Total of Bytes</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>timeStap</td>
<td>4500</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>36000</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Data</td>
<td>4500</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>18000</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td><em>Total Storage</em></td>
<td>54000</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Proposed Method</th>
<th>Field</th>
<th># of Elements</th>
<th>Size (bytes)</th>
<th>Total of Bytes</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>startTime</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>8</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>endTime</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>8</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>samplingRate</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>2</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>dataType</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>3</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>traceBuf</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>9360</td>
<td>9360</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td><em>Total Storage</em></td>
<td>9381</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

| Storage Improvement | 82.62% |

C. Stress Test for Renewal Energy

A full charge lithium battery with keeps the system running just 4 days. Solar panels are included in hardware design in order to maximize the system life. Solar panels recharge the lithium batteries, but it is affected by environmental factors such as rainy or very cloudy days. A stress test was performed on our lab rooftop to study system performance, units behavior and power sources ???. The test was executed during a period of 30 days. Fig. 13(a) shows battery levels of four deployed units. Also, the weather of each day is displayed in the upper part of the figure. The test revealed two important facts. First, on sunny days the solar panel is able to recharge the battery in an average of 32%. It is enough for keeping a unit working for one and a half days. Second, during the worst load periods, between January 8 and January 12, the solar panels were able to extend the battery life from 4 to 5 days. It means the load average was around 8% daily. It is reflected in Fig. 13(b). However, it was not enough for unit 10 which ran out of power for a period of four hours. This unit returned to its normal function without any human intervention the next day thanks to the hardware and software design. This shows the self-healing feature of our system. Regarding the system, no failure was detected in the execution of the analytics algorithms.

VII. RELATED WORKS

Several research areas have used wireless sensor networks for monitoring. A cooperative sensing framework for environmental monitoring was presented on [17]. The map of an unknown scalar field is build based on the data sensed by a mobile sensor network. The information from sensors is fused using a distributed consensus algorithm. They applied a simulation to validate the proposed algorithm, and it outperforms the normal cooperative sensing in terms of sensing performance. Authors in [18] designed and developed a wireless sensor network for habitat and environmental monitoring. In collaboration of biologists at the College of the Atlantic, they collected data at the James San Jacinto Mountains for studying the relation between animals behavior and weather. In 2007, system architecture and hardware-software organization for personal health monitoring was presented [19]. Several key technical issues such as sensor node hardware architecture, software architecture, network time synchronization, and energy conservation were addressed in this research. The first system for seismic monitoring using wireless sensor network was addressed for a group of Harvard researchers. They deployed four nodes on the Tungurahua Volcano in Ecuador, and they successfully collected three days of acoustic data [20]. On the other hand, our laboratory has been pioneer in developing applications based on wireless sensor networks for seismology purposes[21]. We have designed decentralized algorithms for executing in-situ analytics instead of collecting data to the central place for post-processing [22], [23]. Platforms for testing and performing analytics as part of Fog Computing have been developed in our previous research [24], [25]. Also, we have worked in the area of imaging for monitoring and mapping subsurface geophysical structures [10].
VIII. CONCLUSION

We presented an autonomous seismic imaging system for real-time monitoring and data analytics. IoT in-situ computing was a key component for the design and implementation of the system. By processing analytics near where the data is generated and using collaborative data processing between different sensors, we meet energy and bandwidth sensor constraints and tense results without the need of sending all data to a central place. We presented a scheme for data collection, synchronization, and reduction that adapts storage needs to our IoT sensor devices. We also showed our system is capable of recovering from exhausted battery stages by using solar panels and self-healing services. Most importantly, we incorporated an autonomous learning stage using ambient noise data analysis for estimating the reference initial velocity model that is used as input for complex analytics. Indoor and outdoor tests showed our system generates results closer to manual interpretations and provides a powerful tool for subsurface monitoring.
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